Preparing for the ACT: English, Reading & Writing
This prep book actually teaches reading, writing, and grammar skills—
all students need to ace the ACT
This complete subject and strategy review text includes
• four English practice tests and four Reading practice tests
•	English review—sentence structure, grammar and usage, punctuation,
and rhetorical skills
• reading efficiency—vocabulary and context clues and answer-choice analysis
• a writing review and strategy for the writing test is provided
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Organization items are also unique to the ACT. On the ACT, organization items are
of two main types.
• Reorder sentences in a paragraph or paragraphs in a passage. This is the most
common type of reordering question.
• Place a new sentence in a paragraph or in a passage.

Paragraph Organization

Offers extensive practice and
review with instruction.

The topic sentence should be the first sentence in a paragraph. The topic sentence conveys the main idea of the paragraph. The other sentences in a paragraph should contain details or examples that support the main idea.
The sentences should build on one another in some logical way. They are usually
arranged according to one of the following organizational schemes.
Chronological. The sentences appear in time order, usually from earliest to latest.
Sentences in a passage about the Civil War would usually be arranged chronologically, from earlier battles to later battles.
6. Lisa was helped by a recently-discovered drug.
Importance.
presentworkaholic.
ideas from the most important to the least
7. The writerThe
wassentences
a self admitted
important.
8. Three cars—two red and one blue—were next in line for an oil change.
Sentences in a passage about disease prevention would usually be arranged in
Bob had to from
admitthe
that
he isimportant
high-maintenance.
order of9.importance,
most
practice to the least important practice.
10. The light — in the bathroom —had been left on overnight.
Spatial. Elements in sentences that are arranged spatially are usually arranged
from the
closeston
to page
the farthest.
(Answers
129)
The sentences in a paragraph about planets in the solar system would usually be
arranged spatially, according to the planet’s distance from the sun.

Practice
Correct the run-on sentences and comma splices. If a sentence is correct, mark it C.

1. I like to use my computer for research when I have to write a paper.
2. Referees in professional football use instant replays for close calls they also use
them after the two-minute warning.
3. When I make cupcakes, I usually use a box of cake mix.
4. The officer turned on his siren, the car pulled over to the side of the road.
5. Running through the rain, the player headed toward the clubhouse.
6. I couldn’t find my house keys I knew our neighbors had an extra set.
7. It will be a long time before I order takeout from that terrible place again.
8. My clothes are drenched, water is squishing out of my shoes.
9. I sent an “I’m sorry” card to my girlfriend, although I wasn’t sure if she would
accept my apology.
10. The doors closed the train started moving.
11. We all went off campus for lunch, we went to the deli.
12. The sun had set the park would be closing soon.
13. After they adopted a puppy, the family spent many hours training it.
14. I like pizza with pepperoni and sausage Rob hates mushrooms on his pizza.
15. In the fall I’ll go to college, but this summer I’m working at a movie theater.

Classification. The sentences are arranged according to the classification of
things or ideas.
The sentences in a paragraph about healthy eating might be arranged according
to the different food groups. The sentences in a paragraph about scientists might be
arranged according to whether they are chemists, biologists, and so on.
These Model ACT Questions show how this topic might be tested on the real ACT. The
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theorquestions and then
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review the answers and explanations.
Sentences in a paragraph about oil drilling might begin with arguments for
drilling andThe
then
arguments
against
the aidea.
A paragraph about the Founding
Fathers
circus
ringmaster
made
carefully-timed
1. A. NO
CHANGE
1
might alternate sentences about each figure to compare
and contrast their views
about
B. —carefully—timed
entrance to the center ring. Immediately after that,
particular topics.
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paragraph
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sition to the ideas that will appear in the next paragraph.
G. the next act entered a trapeze
The passages on the ACT will always reveal the paragraph’s organization.
artist
Reordering, replacing, or adding sentences will always maintain that organization.
the next act—a trapeze artist
Your first focus should be on the topic sentence. This sentence thatH.describes
entered
what the passage is about should come first.
J.
the next act-a trapeze artistLet’s look at some examples.

Model ACT Questions

Answers

(Answers on page 51)

Model
problems
align with
Model
ACT
Questions

1. Do not use a hyphen to join adverbs ending in -ly to other words. The information about the timing is essential to understanding the sentence and should
not be set off by dashes. The word carefully should
also 6:
notRhetorical
be set off from
Chapter
Skillsthe145
rest of the sentence.
C is the correct choice.

the types of questions on
the ACT. Answers to all model
questions are fully explained.

These Model ACT Problems show how this topic might be tested on the real ACT. The
answers and explanations immediately follow the problems. Try the problems and then
review the answers and the explanations.

Mark and Laura rode their bikes into town, they
stopped at the ice-cream store for a cone.
1

2. The information about the trapeze artist entering the ring is not essential to
the question. The information should be set off with dashes, not
Sample pages from theunderstanding
Student Edition
hyphens.

1

Then they rode to the zoo; they did not go inside.
2

F is the correct choice.

36

1. A.
B.
C.
D.

NO CHANGE
town they stopped at
town. They stopped at
town they stopped. At

2. F.
G.
H.
J.

NO CHANGE
Then they rode to the zoo they
Then, they rode to the zoo they
Then they rode to the zoo, they
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